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• 6, 12-hr shifts/wk.
• Double 10 herringbone
• Milking 600 cows
• Pay starts at minimum wage
• Housing near farm
• Revolving door
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• How boss interacts with employees
• How coworkers treat one another
• Cleanliness of working conditions
• Job performance feedback
• Communication around job tasks





• What is workplace culture?
• Assessing workplace culture
• Improving workplace culture
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We have a problem…
• Labor shortages
• Tight margins












• Assess workplace culture
• Identify areas for 
improvement
• Plan & implement changes
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What is culture, anyways?
• “How we do things around here”
• A set of repeatable behaviors that people realize, over and over










• Code of Conduct, aka “How 
























• How people feel about their job
• How people do their job
• How long they stay at their job
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Time to Make Some Changes
1. Define your objective:
• Better teamwork
• Cut down on inefficiencies
• Improved compliance w/ SOPs
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2. Observe key behaviors in the 
workplace
• Obvious- what’s needed to 
meet goals?
• Critical moments- underlying 
behaviors
• Model behaviors- star 
employees
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3. Replace negative behaviors with positive behaviors.
Goal: Reduce employee overlap at shift change
Clearly state your expectation (written & spoken)
State the consequences of not following
Follow through




• Key differences between North American & Latin American 
cultures
• Power Distance










• Personal needs before group needs
• Self-reliance, independence 
• Men, urban settings
• Collectivism = “We”
• Well-being of group ensures personal well-being
• Harmony & interdependence of group members 










• All cultures are threatened by uncertainty
• All cultures develop norms to deal with it: 
• Technology, Laws, Religion
• HIGH: Very anxious about uncertainty so they have more laws,
tendency toward conformity, predictability.
• LOW: Not as anxious about uncertainty, dislike too much 
structure or legislation.  
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Uncertainty Avoidance
• Guatemala is rated at the top of the list in 
uncertainty avoidance
• Mexico isn’t far behind
• Structured situations are preferred, as well as 
predictability




• “Too much! Too 
fast!”
• Just pick 1!
• “Good luck getting 
the rest of the 
management on 
board…”
• Wait until you have a 
plan
• Don’t say “culture” 
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Create plan to change behavior
Next week: 
Share w/ management, gather feedback & implement
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